
           

           

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

       
            

            

            

    

            

            

            

            

 
  

 

 
            

            

            

    

Parents in 
Partnership 

Spring 1 Week 5 

Name      (Y6) 

Maths  

This week we have been using everything we have learnt about ratio, proportion, fractions and percentages to solve a 

variety of word problems. We have also been developing our reasoning skills by discussing which methods that we use are 

most efficient and why.  

The children have also had a go at some past paper questions to see how what we have learnt might be presented in their 

SATs tests.  

My child’s response to the tasks. 

Literacy and Topic 

Literacy 

This week in Pig Heart Boy we have followed Cameron through the 

difficult task of telling his class mates that he is going to have a 

heart transplant. However he has not told them it will come from a 

pig. In class, we have then been basing our discussion texts for the 

week around organ donations and why people may and may not wish to 

donate their organs. 

The children have completed some fabulous writing and should be 

very proud of their efforts in literacy this week! 

Spelling and Grammar 
In our SpaG we have continued with our semi-colons and colons 

work within a list. We have played the memory shopping game 

and then expanded the nouns on our list in order to use semi-

colons for writing the shopping list. 

e.g. I went shopping and I bough a worm infested, red and 

juicy apple; a large, brown and squished banana; three orange, 

yet slightly hairy, carrots and four delicious doughnuts. 

REMINDERS AND IMPORTANT INFORMATION… 
A reminder that homework club is open to everyone. It is held in Y6 from 3:15-4:15.  

  

HOMEWORK  
Please note that any ‘growing green’ in the homework books needs to be looked at again. If the children need help with 

this, they can of course ask Mrs Smith or myself or come along to homework club for support.  

 

Arithmetic Pages 17 - 19 Topic: Short division 

Reading Pages 20 - 21  Topic: Word meaning, summary and prediction questions 

Punctuation Pages 16 - 19 Topic: Inverted commas 

 

Safer Internet Day  

As Tuesday was the national 'Safer Internet Day' we have talked a lot about using the internet sensibly and safely this 

week. We looked at the theme of permission and who we give permission to see our personal information online.  We also 

talked about the need to have permission from others before posting anything about them too.  

In addition to this, we discussed issues surrounding online bullying and how to keep ourselves safe if we use social media 

or online games. If you would like further information about this, the following links might be useful: 

www.childline.org.uk/info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/types-bullying/bullying-social-networks/   

www.saferinternet.org.uk/  


